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1. Overview 

Intelligent remote monitoring device for water injection well is a newly developmental 

high-tech product in our company, which integrates flow meter, flow control valve, intelligent 

controller and Modbus communication technology. The successful research and development of 

the product is a technical revolution for centralized management of injection water distributed 

loosely in the oil field. 

Centralized managing master-control room sends out various orders to automatic flow 

control device through Modbus protocol for comparing the flow value detected by flow meter 

with flow set value. If the two flow values are different, it will open the flow control valve 

automatically to make the actual flow value become the same as set value we request. 

 

Main feature: 

● Control instruction RS485-MOBUS transmitting 

Centralized managing master-control room’s computer forms a RS485 communication 

network composed of RS485 communicating date collector and flow automatic control device with 

RS485 communicating modules. Through the RS485 network, the centralized managing master-control 

room collects the information of flow condition from the inside of flow automation control devices and emits 

control instructions to all automatic flow control devices in the network (including all kinds of devices such 

as flow control, control modes, valves’ switching time, etc). 

● Intelligent control 

1. English menu, convenient and easy setting; 

2. Functions including manual control and automatic control; 

3. Selections including DC power supply and AC power supply; 

4. Readable screen with back light can display valve’s working condition, control ways, etc; 

5. Supply more clear and convenient functions about control and directive for users; 

6. Controller can be freely set according to different demands, such as quantitative control, 

timing control, temperature control (the flow meter with temperature test probe), pressure 
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control (the flow meter with pressure test probe), proportional control (installing two flow 

meters). 

 

● Flow meter can be rechecked separately 

When select intelligent electronic flow meter (intelligent electronic water meter) and 

magnetoelectric flow meter, the flow meter’s maintaining and detection work can be more 

convenient by detecting its valve elements only. 

● Backflow proof control 

Intelligent controller compares detected main pipeline pressure with oil pressure, then closes 

the valve automatically and quickly when the downstream pressure (oil pressure) is bigger than 

upstream pressure (main pipeline press), so backflow can be proofed efficiently in water injection 

well. 

When dry press P1 - oil press P2 ≥ 0.3MPa (settable), system starts working normally; when the 

oil pressure P2 > main pipeline pressure P1, the system starts working abnormally, at the same time, 

controller sends an order to make actuator close the valve; when the system’s pressure gets right, it 

can start working normally again. 

                                             

2. Operating principle and product structure 

Centralized managing master-control room’s computer forms a RS485 network composed of 

Modbus protocol and flow meter automatic control device, Through the RS485 network, the 

centralized managing master-control room collects the information of flow condition from the 

inside of flow automation control devices and emits control instructions to all automatic flow 

control devices in the network (including all kinds of devices such as flow control, control modes, 

valves’ switching time, etc). 

Centralized managing master-control room sends out instantaneous flow order to flow 

automatic controller through RS485 network for comparing the flow value detected by flow 

meter with flow set value. If the two flow values are different, it will open the flow control valve 

automatically to make the actual flow value become the same as set value we request. 
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Intelligent controller 

 English menu, convenient and easy setting; 

 Large dot-matrix LCD which is visualized, bright and clear; 

 Intelligent controller compares input signal with set flow value and makes a judgment, by 

which the controller drive actuator switching the valve to make the actual flow be close or 

equal to the set flow; 

 Intelligent controller can be set freely according to different requests, such as quantitative 

control, timing control, interval control, temperature control (the flow meter with temperature 

test probe), pressure control (the flow meter with pressure test probe), proportional control 

(installing two flow meters). 

 Intelligent controller can be networked with master-control room’s computer which can 

monitor the field flow easily. 

3. Main technical parameters                                                                                                 

Chart 1 Main technical of flow automatic control device 

Parameter 
Performance index 

Horizontal type Angle type 

Nominal caliber DN15~DN300 DN25~DN80 

Normal pressure Low pressure type: 0.6 MPa~4.0MPa; High pressure type: 6.3 MPa~42MPa 

Measurement 

range ratio 
10:1; 15:1; 20:1; 

Accuracy Grade 1.0; Grade 1.5; Grade 2.0; 

Medium Water, sewage with oil (according to flow meter’s character) 

Velocity range 0.3~6m/s (optional) 

Power supply (1) DC  24V         (2) single phase  AC  220±20V  50Hz 

Power dissipation (1) 30W             (2) 50W 
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Output signal  RS-485 communication 

Ambient 

temperature 
-30~80℃; 

Media 

temperature 
0~120℃; 

Relative humidity ≤90%; 

Protection grade IP 65; 

Operating time All open- all close: 30s 

Control accuracy In table 2 

 

Chart 2 flow measurement range and control accuracy 

Nominal caliber (mm) 15 20 25 32 40 50 65 80 100 150 

Maximum flow (m3/h) 3 6 10 16 25 35 60 90 140 320 

Normal flow (m3/h) 1.5 3 5 8 12 17 30 45 70 160 

Minimum flow (m3/h) 0.3 0.6 1 1.6 2.5 3.5 6 9 14 32 

Instantaneous flow 

Control accuracy m³/h 
±0.1 ±0.2 ±0.5 

Note: The instantaneous flow values correspond to above calibers are for reference only, please give 

clear indication of required flow range when order products. 

4. Model selection and installation                                            

4.1 Model number establishment and meaning 

Product name: 
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Example: YD-3-25-35 intelligent remote monitoring device of water injection well, the 25 

means caliber value, the 35 means operating pressure value. 

4.2 Outside view and connection dimension 

The follow installation dimensions are from level integrated high pressure flow meter and 

flow control valve (the core of flow meter can be detected separately), so they are only for 

reference. 

 

Nominal 

caliber (mm) 

Nominal 

pressure 

(MPa) 

D K C n d L 

20 
10-25 130 89 25.5 4 22 460 

32-42 140 95 32 4 22 480 

25 

1-4 125 89 17.5 4 18 460 

10-25 150 101.5 29 4 26 480 

32-42 160 108 35 4 26 500 

32 
10-25 160 111 29 4 26 480 

32-42 185 130 38.5 4 29.5 500 

Working pressure 

Nominal caliber 

Product name and code 

Company name and code 
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Nominal 

caliber (mm) 

Nominal 

pressure(MPa) 
D K C n d L 

40 
10-25 180 124 32 4 29.5 560 

32-42 205 146 44.5 4 32.5 580 

50 

1-4 165 127 22.5 8 18 520 

10-25 215 165 38.5 8 26 560 

32-42 235 171.5 51 8 29.5 580 

5. Usage                              

5.1 LCD content 

 

1: Instrument displays working state in real time, if works fine, it will display “OK”, if not, it 

will display “ERR” instead. If the instrument enters in infrared remote control key indication, 

it will display “IR”; 

2: displays temperature warning; 

3: displays “S!” when transmitter damages, and displays “O” when the pipe is empty. 

4: overflowing prompt of instrument’s current output; 

5: prompt of valve’s control modes, “M” means manual operation. Prompt of abnormal 

pressure, displaying “P!” when main pipeline pressure is less than oil pressure; 

6: valve opening display; 

7: prompt of power supply, displaying “ ” means external power and displaying “ ” means 

battery power; 

8: instantaneous flow; 

9: cumulative amount; 

10: displays time, main pipeline pressure, oil pressure and temperature recurrently  

5.2 Button panel 

Instantaneous 
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1: PS485 communication indicator light (receiving indicator light) 

2: RS485 communication indicator light (sending indicator light) 

3: infrared remote reception 

4: indicator light for opening valve 

5: indicator light for closing valve 

6: instrument’s setup button 

5.3 The modification of controller parameters (press the setting button after finishing 

parameter setting, or all you have done are in vain) 

1) Press setting button, the instrument displays: 

 

 

 

 

Select 1 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

 

Check whether the control accuracy is set correctly. 

 

Intelligent magneto electric flow meter 

Exit 

1. flow rate setting 

2. control modes 

3. system setting 

4. mode setting 

Valve opening flow rate 

008.99m³/h 

Control accuracy 

±0.15m³/h 

Setting 
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Select 2 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

 

Select manual control when calibrate the instrument, which will back to the main screen after 

completing manual control setting, and the screen will display “M” which means manual control 

state. 

Select 3 and press setting button, the screen displays:   

 

 

 

 

Select 1 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

 

Must adjust the time correctly before modifying instrument parameters, because the system 

saves both the instrument parameter and relative time at the same time for future check. 

Select 2 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

 

 

Instrument RS485 communication set, by which can set instrument address, baud rate and 

communication; 

Select 3 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

Modes of flow rate control 

1. manual control 

2. automatic control  

1. system time setting 

2. communication address 

setting 

3. impulse correction setting 

4. version information 

Clock setting: 

2013-03-03 

09:50:58 

Instrument address: 001 

Baud rate: 9600 

Verification: no 

Coefficient: 003600.0 

1. instrument coefficient setting 

2. cut-off frequency setting 

3. segmental correction setting 
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Select 1 and press setting button, the screen displays: 

 

 

                 

Input the password 100000 and push setting button, the controller displays: 

 

 

 

               

Select 1 and press setting button to modify the current instrument coefficient (K new = 

(instantaneous flow value displayed by instrument ÷ actual standard flow value) ×K old). After 

changing it, press setting button to save both new and old instrument parameters which can be 

viewed in “history correction check”. 

Select 2 and press setting button to view instrument coefficient modified in history and 

relatively modifying time, besides the curent instrument coefficient, instrument coefficient modified 

in history nearly three months and relatively modifying time also can be viewed by pressing 

direction key to flip over. 

 

 

 

     

Select 2 to set correct cut-off frequency, press shift key to shift, and press modify key to 

modify the number value. 

            Select 3 to set whether change the option and parameter. 

                   Press setting button, the instrument displays:  

 

 

    

Password: 

****** 

Instrument parameters: 

1. Instrument coefficient modifying 

2. history correction checking 

Coefficient: 003600.0 

1. Instrument coefficient setting 

2. Cut-off frequency setting 

3. Segmental correction setting 

Flow rate correction selecting 

1. to correct 

2. not to correct 
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   When cursor is on number 1, to correct, press setting button, the instrument displays: 

 

                 In this window, all instrument flow rate point modification can be set. 

Note: Method of segmental modification 

a. Input verified average instrument parameters (K value) to the instrument then select the 

state 2, not to correct.  

b. Select instantaneous flow rate check points according to flow rate range, and check out 

relative errors of instrument values under every instantaneous flow rate point. 

c. Input instantaneous flow rate values of every flow rate point (from small to large, the 

smallest is the first section of the instantaneous flow rate value) and relative errors (%) of 

every point to the instrument. 

Example: calibrated instantaneous flow rate = 0.5m³/h, instrument calibrated error is -1.0%; 

calibrated instantaneous flow rate = 3.0m³/h, instrument calibrated error is -0.5%; 

calibrated instantaneous flow rate = 6.0m³/h, instrument calibrated error is 0.0%; 

calibrated instantaneous flow rate =15.0m³/h, instrument calibrated error is +0.5%; 

See chart above; select the option to correct and set according to calibrated instantaneous flow 

rate and relative point’s error; after it, the instrument head will correct automatically. 

 (a) The instrument head corrects linear errors for every section according to imputing 

instantaneous flow rate and error. 

Note: set instantaneous flow of verified point according to the order from small to big, 

instantaneous flow value of the first section (verified points from top to bottom) is the smallest. 

Otherwise the verifying calculation will be wrong. 
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2) Below is version information page        

 

 

 

 

Press setting button, the controller displays: 

 

 

 

＊ Input correct password, 200000, then press setting button, controller displays: 

 

 

 

        

Press corresponding number button to select menu option and enter corresponding window 

for required set, then press setting button for confirmation; input caliber set according to the reality; 

Full measurement range setting 

 

 

 

This setting is very important, control instrument through full-scale flow control precision, 

instantaneous flow, such parameters to calculate the valve opening and closing, and the time of 

opening and closing. The full-scale flow and valve opening have a great relationship with the speed 

of adjustment; The overlarge full range flow setting will cause regulator valve set too small then the 

flow filling time will need a long time. The small full range flow setting will cause regulator valve 

set too large then the valve adjustment will be easy to be excessive, the valve head will be hard to 

reach the correct position. The full range flow setting should be set according to the real situation.  

Version: Ver1.02 

Caliber: 20 

Measurement range: 20.00m³h 

Number: 10001000 

Password: 

****** 

1. caliber setting 

2. full measurement range setting 

3. Reset default value 

4. number setting 

Full measurement range flow rate 

020.00m³/h 

Control accuracy 

±0.15m³/h 
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The control accuracy means the reasonable error value between the real flow and the default setting 

flow. In the range of this error value, the valve will have no action. If the error beyond the 

reasonable range, the control accuracy will be low and cause the valve action frequently.  

When you want to reset the default parameter, please select button 3 then enter in the Reset 

Interface, the parameter will reset to the default setting when delivery. Including the instrument 

coefficient, diameter, full range of measurement, control precision, serial number, communication 

address 1.Baud rate setting 9600, the corrected parameters of segmented flow, cut-off frequency.  

The serial number setting could set a serial number for every instrument. Even if the user 

change the serial number, but the default parameter also could be reset if the parameter was saved 

when delivery.   

Press the Setting button under edition information page, and then enter the code 300000 to modify 

the accumulated flow. 

Press the Setting button under edition information page, and then enter the code 400000 to calibrate 

the valve opening. 

After all parameter set up and the calibration complete, press the Setting button under edition 

information page, and then enter the code 500000, the controller will display 

 

  

 

 

This is the last step of operation, it is very important. It is convenient for user to restore default 

value when they have some errors in parameter setting. Without this operation, users would restore 

the wrong parameter when they restore the default, and the instrument will become unusable. 

Press the Setting button under edition information page, and then enter the code 000001,the 

controller will display 

 

Current setting parameter 

1. Save as the default value 

2. Exit without save 
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Press the Setting button under edition information page, and then enter the code 000002, the 

controller will display 

 

 

 

 

Choose selection 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose “1. Pressure channel calibration”then press the Setting button，the screen will display 

 

 

 

 

Choose “1. Main pressure pipeline calibration.”then press the Setting button，the screen will 

display 

 

 

 

 

Use the signal generator input the current as 4mA, the measure value will indicate the actual 

value which measured by the instrument, press Setting button after the measure value stabilized, as 

the page,   

 

 

1. Record inquiry 

2. Channel calibration 

3. Parameter setting 

 

1. Pressure channel calibration 

2. Humidity channel calibration 

3. Valve opening calibration 

4. Current output calibration 

 

1. Main pressure pipeline 

calibration. 

2. Oil pressure tube calibration. 

Main pressure pipeline calibration: 

Standard value input:4m/A 

Measured value: 3.997mA 

 

Main pressure pipeline calibration: 

Standard value input: 20m/A 

Measured value: 19.995mA 
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Use the signal generator input the current as 20mA, the measure value will indicate the actual 

value which measured by the instrument, press the setting button, the screen will display,   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the measure value is stable, press setting button will indicate calibration succeed, as 

picture above: 

Select “2.Oil pressure pipeline calibration” in the pressure calibration page, the method of oil 

pressure Calibration is the same as main pressure calibration, please refer main pipeline 

pressure calibration. 

Select “2.Temperature pipeline calibration” in the calibration page, the method of oil pressure 

Calibration is the same as main pressure calibration, please refer main pipeline pressure 

calibration. 

 

Select “3.Valve opening calibration” in the calibration page, the method of valve opening 

Calibration is the same as main pressure pipeline calibration, please refer main pressure 

pipeline calibration. 

Select “4.Current output calibration” in the calibration page, press the setting button, as below 

 

 

 

 

Select “1.Current output channel 1” in the calibration page, press the setting button, the 

screen indicate as below 

Main pressure pipeline calibration: 

Standard value input: 20m/A 

Measured value: 19.995mA 

Calibration succeed 

 

1. Current output channel 1 

2. Current output channel 2 
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Use the multimeter or other tools test the current output value, input the measured current 

position, the screen will display    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test the current output value, input the measured current position, press the setting button, the 

screen will display 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The method of Current output channel 2 calibration is the same as current output channel 1 

calibration, please refer current output channel 1. 

Press the Setting button under edition information page, and then enter the code 000002, the 

controller will display 

 

 

Current output channel 1 

calibration: 

1. Current output: 4 mA 

2. Measured current: 04.0100 

 

Current output channel 1 

calibration: 

1. Current output: 20 mA 

2. Measured current: 20.0130 

 

Current output channel 1 

calibration: 

1. Current output: 20mA 

2. Measured current: 20.0130 

3. Calibration succeed 

 

1. Record inquiry 

2. Channel calibration 

3. Parameter setting 
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Select “3.Parameter setting”,press setting button,the screen will display 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the pressure measurement range of the main pipeline pressure and oil pressure transmitter, 

after finish the setting then press the setting button,the screen will display: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the measuring range and warning temperature of the temperature transmitter,after the 

setting complete tehn press the setting button,the screen will display 

 

 

 

 

 

Set the current output measuring range of the instrument,there are 2 modes for valve control,pulse type and 

current type.After the setting complete press the setting button,the screen will display:  

 

 

Range of pressure measuring 

Main pipeline pressure: 

100.000Mpa 

Oil pressure: 100.000Mpa 

 

Temperature measuring range and 

waring: 

4 mA: + 000.0 

20 mA: +100.0 

Warning temperature: -020.0 

 

 

Measuring range of curren output 

020.000 m
3 

/h 

Valve control : pulse type 

 

Valve parameter setting  

Time of fully off: 008 s 

Time of fully open:008 s 

Definition:100ms 
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The setting of valve parameter will influence the valve control opening and adjustment 

speed,need to set according to the actual value.After thesetting complete the screen will display: 

 

 

 

 

The sensor parameter setting mainly include the short circuit waring threshold of flow sensor 

and the blank pipe warning threshold   

 

 

 

 

If the vibration resistance coefficient is 0,the instrument will receive all th sensor signal including 

interference signal.If greater than 0,the instrument will identify the interference signal and flow 

signal.If it is interference signal,the instrument will cut off the flow.  The greater the vibration 

resistance coefficient is,the flow signal needs more regularity.Save interval is the history data save 

interval of the instrument. After the setting complete,press the setting button,return to the main 

interface. 

6. Using for attention                              

6.1 The product should be installed in the pipeline without attraction, it should 

be unacted on the expansion, contraction, deformation and vibration of the pipeline, 

and easy to install, remove and operating. It should keep away from the interference 

of strong electricity and high intensity magnetic field. 

6.2 The front straight pipe should ≥10×DN；The back straight pipe should

≥5×DN。 

 When installing the medium flow direction should be corresponded with the flow 

direction mark on the shell of the flow meter and adjustment valve.  

6.3   Before installation, the impurity should be clean out. 

Setting of sensor parameter 

Short circuit threshold: 1000 

Blank pipe threshold: 3800 

 

Vibration resistance coefficient: 1 

Saving interal:001 min 
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6.4  Before using the new pipeline, the bypass should be open at first then clean 

out the impurity. If the impurity is too much, please add a filter before installing 

the flow automatic control device.  

6.5  In order to avoid the shock of instantaneous high pressure to damage the 

device, please open the front valve slowly before using this device, and then close 

the back valve slowly. Users must not open the valve suddenly. 

7. Error exclusion and service.                             

7.1  If there is an fault when automatic flow control device is running, users 

should examine whether the pipeline system and use meet the requirement.  

7.2  The possible faults and solutions of the device.  

Fault phenomenon Reason Solution 

The valve can’t open 

or close 

1.If the power supply is 

working normally. 

2.If the valve is jammed by 

dirt.  

3.If the control board is 

broken.  

1.Check the power 

supply. 

2.Clean the dirt. 

3.Replace the 

mainboard. 

Large flow error 

1. There are 

debris in 

the 

detection 

part of flow 

meter. 

2. There is a 

fault in the 

header   

1.Clean out the debris 

2.Replace the header of 

flowmeter 

Controller no display 
1. If the power 

supply is 

 1.Check the power 

supply 
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normal 

2. If the 

control 

board is 

normal. 

2.Replace the control 

board. 

3.Replace display 

board. 

There is a flow but 

the flow meter not 

running 

1.flow is too low 

2.Flow meter is abnormal 

1.Add flow 

2.Change flow meter 

 

7.3 If the problem on-site can’t be solved，please contact with us. 

8. Transportation and storage 

8.1 Automatic flow control device and accessories should be put in the cases 

with anti-collision and shock-resistance.  

8.2  The transportation and storage should meet the requirement of JB/T 

9329-1999,about the basic conditions and experiment method of the transportation and 

storage for instruments.  

8.3  The requirements of storage conditions 

a) Rain-proof, moisture-proof 

b) Keep from the mechanical vibration and shock 

C）Range of temperature -20℃～+50℃； 

d)Relative humidity≤80％； 

e)The surroundings without any corrosive gas. 

9.Ordering instruction                                          

Our company could supply the installation accessories, such as mating flange, bolt, nut, gasket, 

please indicate in the contract. Users could make special requests on the basic of installation 

dimensions and nominal diameters which we supply, and details could discuss with us.    
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Technical protocol （MODBUS Communication protocol）                     

1. Hardware Characteristics 

Data protocol: Modbus RTU RS485 

Start bit：1 

Data bit：8 

odd-even check ： Non 

Stop bit：1 

Baud rate：4800、9600、19200、38400 

Baud rate default value：9600 

Communication address default value：0x01 

Illustration: Data transmission use ModBus command 

01 06  00  01  00  03  CRC  

01：  Communication address of instrument 

06：） Command(write) 

00 00： Address for write data 

00 03： Data writing 

CRC： Verification 

2. Transmission mode ,Modbus RTU   

2.1 reading register 

address Function code Address H Address L Datum size H Date size L 
 

CRC high 
CRC low 

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 
Instrument 

address 

0~199 

 

03 read 
Register starting 

address 
Read register number CRC check code 

 

Instrument response 

address Function code Byte number Date H Date L „ „ 

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT „ „ 
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Instrument 

address 

0~199 

 

03  

Read 

Date byte number 2n 

(a register number 

occupies two bytes) 

 

Date 1 

 

„ 

Date n H Date n L CRC16 high CRC16 low    

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT    

date n CRC check code   

 

2.2 Write single register 

Address Function code Address H Address L Data Date L CRC high  CRC low  

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 
instrument 

address 

0~199 

06 write 

separately 
Register address 

 

Read-in date 
CRC check code 

Instrument response is as same as what upper computer sends out. 

2.3 write multi-register 

Address Function code Address H Address L 
Date size 

H 
Date size L Byte number 

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 
Instrument 

address 

0~199 

16 write 

multiply  
Register starting address Read-in date size n 

Read-in byte number 
2n 

Date H Date L „ „ Date n H Date n L CRC high  CRC low  

8BIT 8BIT „ „ 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 

Read-in date 1 „ Read-in date n CRC check number 

     

 Instrument response 

address Function code Address H Address L 
 

Date size H 
Date size L CRC high  CRC low  

8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 8BIT 
Instrument 

address 

0~199 

16 write 

multiply  

 

Register starting 

address 

Read-in date size CRC check code  

 

2. Upper computer visits every register address and function 

Serial 

number 
Address date Illustration State 

1 0X0000 Word 

Valve control state, date value= “0” means 

valve is open, indicates valve switch can be 

controlled. 

Read/

write 
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2 0X 0001 Word 

Valve control mode that is manual control or 

automatic control about valve opening or 

closing. “0”means manual control and “1” 

means automatic control. 

Read/

write 

3 0X 0002 Word 

Dry press value is showed by BCD code. 

Integer and decimal part are one byte each; 

integer is in front and decimal back. (read, 

write) 

Read/

write 

4 0X 0003 Word 

Oil press value is showed by BCD code. 

Integer and decimal part are one byte each; 

integer is in front and decimal back. (read, 

write)  

Read/

write 

5 0X 0004 Word 

Valve opening, whose value is showed by 

BCD code and in percentage form, from 

0%-100% 

Read 

only 

6 0X0005 Word 

Instantaneous value indicates current flow 

value which showed by BCD code. Integer 

and decimal part are one byte each; integer is 

in front and decimal back. 

Read 

only 

7-8 
0X0006 

0X0007 
Word 

Cumulative amount, its date is showed by 

BCD code. Integer is three bytes and decimal 

part is one byte, integer is in front and 

decimal back. 

Read/

write 

9 0X0008 Word 

Set flow whose date is showed by BCD code 

sets injection water amount every hour. 

Integer and decimal part are one byte each; 

integer is in front and decimal back. 

Read/

write 

10 0X0009 Vendor code Default: 0x0003 
Read/

write 

11 0X000A Instrument type Flow meter value 0X06 
Read/

write 

12-15 0X000B-0X000E Model code ASCII character string  
Read/

write 

16-17 0X000F-0X0010 Serial number 32bit date  
Read/

write 

18 0X0011 Firmware version Shaping number 
Read/

write 

19 0X0012 Software version Shaping number 
Read/

write 

20 0X0013 
Measurement 

range 
Shaping number implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

21 0X0014 Accuracy Shaping number implying 2 decimals 
Read/

write 

22 0X0015 
Highest 

temperature 
Shaping, implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

23 0X0016 
Lowest 

temperature 
Shaping, implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

24 0X0017 Reservation   

25 0X0018 Protection level Character string Read/
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write 

26-29 0X0019-0X001C 
Explosive-proof 

level 

Character string, roman numeral is showed 

with capital ASC code 

Read/

write 

30 0X001D Vendor code Default: 0x0003 
Read/

write 

31 0X001E Instrument type Adjustor value 0X07 
Read/

write 

32-35 0X001F-0X0022 Model code ASCII character string  
Read/

write 

36-37 0X0023-0X0024 Serial number 32bit date   

38 0X0025 Firmware version Shaping number 
Read/

write 

39 0X0026 Software version Shaping number 
Read/

write 

40 0X0027 
Measurement 

range 
Shaping number implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

41 0X0028 Accuracy Shaping number implying 2 decimals 
Read/

write 

42 0X0029 
Highest 

temperature 
Shaping, implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

43 0X002A 
Lowest 

temperature 
Shaping, implying 2 decimals 

Read/

write 

44 0X002B Reservation  
Read/

write 

45 0X002C Protection level Character string 
Read/

write 

46-49 0X002D-0X0030 
Explosive-proof 

level 

Character string, roman numeral is showed 

with capital ASC code 

Read/

write 

50-51 0X0031-0X0032 

Flow rate 

engineering 

parameter 

Shaping 
Read/

write 

 

 0x33-0x3F Reservation Reservation  

52 0x0040 

current 

instrument 

parameter changed 

time, year and 

month 

By BCD code, june,2011 is showed as 0x1106 
Read/

write 

53 0x0041 

current 

instrument 

parameter changed 

time, date and 

hour 

BCD 码表示如 23 日 12 点表示为：0x2312  

By BCD code, 12 o’clock on 23rd is showed as 

0x2312 

Read/

write 

54 0x0042 

current 

instrument 

parameter changed 

time, minute and 

second 

By BCD code, 45 minutes 5secondes is showed as 

0x4505 

Read/

write 

55-58 0x0043-0x0046 Used instrument Shaping number Read/
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parameter1 write 

59 0x0047 

Used instrument 

parameter1  

changed time, 

year and month 

By BCD code, june,2011 is showed as 0x1106 
Read/

write 

60 0x0048 

Used instrument 

parameter1  

changed time, 

date and hour 

By BCD code, 12 clock on 23rd is showed as 

0x2312 

Read/

write 

61 0x0049 

Used instrument 

parameter1  

changed time, 

minute and second 

By BCD code, 45 minutes 5secondes is showed as 

0x4505 

Read/

write 

62-65 0x004A-0x004D 
Used instrument 

parameter2 
Shaping number 

Read/

write 

66 0x004E 

Used instrument 

parameter2  

changed time, 

year and month 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

67 0x004F 

Used instrument 

parameter2  

changed time, 

date and hour 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

68 0x0050 

 

Used instrument 

parameter1  

changed time, 

minute and second 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

69-72 0x0051-0x0054 
Used instrument 

parameter3 
Shaping number 

Read/

write 

73 0x0055 

Used instrument 

parameter3  

changed time, 

year and month 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

74 0x0056 

Used instrument 

parameter3  

changed time, 

date and hour 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

75 0x0057 

Used instrument 

parameter3  

changed time, 

minute and second 

BCD code showing 
Read/

write 

 0x0058-0x005F Reservation Reservation  

76 0x0060 
Controller time, 

year and minth 

BCD code showing, May in 2011 is showed as 

0x1105. current time can be read and set 

Read/

write 

77 0x0061 
Controller time, 

date and hour 

BCD code showing, 21 o’clock on 17th is showed 

as 0x1721. current time can be read and set 

Read/

write 

78 0x0062 
Controller time, 

minute and second 

BCD code showing, at 36 minutes and 42 seconds 

is showed as 0x3642. current time can be read 

and set 

Read/

write 

Read-write regulation of register 
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    The register on the sheet is for read only; it only could read the data but can’t 

set. If the status is read/write, it could read and write. If the status is write, 

it only could write but can’t read/ 

（1）Read function code 03 

Attention: At most, it could read the contents from 20 continuous registers in one 

time. If the qualities of register more than 20 , it will reading will fault. 

If 1 data occupy 2 or more registers，it should be read in one time（such as 

cumulant，model number）   

（2）Single register read-write function 06 

Attention：If 1 data occupy 2 or more registers，it should be write in one time(such 

as cumulant, model number).It can’t use single register to write, otherwise 

it will fault. 

 

（3）Several register read-write code 16 

Attention：If 1 data occupy 2 or more registers，it should be write in one time(such 

as cumulant, model number).It can’t use single register to write, otherwise 

it will fault. 

 

 

 


